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T 
here’s meetings and then there are meetings! Let’s start with the 
fixed point that this Club needs to hold an Annual General Meeting. 
To most of us a meeting is an assembly of people for a particular 

purpose, especially for formal discussion. It was, therefore, a bold move on the 
part of our Committee to get around the fact that Covid-19 makes an assembly 
difficult, to come up with idea of holding the Club’s AGM as a Zoom meeting. 
Though there’s a major stumbling block; formal discussion however worthy 
does not seem to attract our membership in great numbers especially if you 
tag on the prefix AGM.  
    Was this problem overcome? See overleaf where all will be revealed. 

                Picture by June Turner. 
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T he Annual General Meeting of the Blackwater U3A was held by 
Zoom on 20th August 2020 at 2.00 p.m. 

    In essence that’s all you need to know other than to read the 
minutes of the meeting [available sometime before the next AGM]. For a 
slightly jaundiced view of the intricacies of modern technology and their 
affects on an invited audience, read on. 

    Conducting anything online in Yateley reminds one of the title of the 1967 
sitcom “Never mind the quantity feel the width” for indeed width [bandwidth 
in this instance] is the most import aspect of a Zoom or for that matter any 
online procedure attempted in the dead centre of this town. 

    Our illustrious Chairman David was the first to suffer; indeed one can say 
that he experienced the ignominy of almost being late for his own meeting 
due to some poor connections. Meeting host Min Gardiner rallied filling the 
gap and offering her professional advice whilst at the same time maintaining 
an air of calm as she juggled incoming requests to join the meeting, along 
with some lost voices without faces and of course callers we could hear but 
could not see. 

    All this drama against a backdrop of needing a quorum of fifteen percent of 
the Club’s membership. How many is that you may well ask. Technically at 
this moment because a number of members have not renewed their subscrip-
tion [another Covid curse] it was deemed to be 15. Although the meeting had 
been well-advertised as the start time approached the magic number           
remained tantalisingly close yet seemingly out of reach. Yet at the very last 
moment when all seemed lost John Wayne turned up with the cavalry. 

    Yes, of course I’m exaggerating, hyperbole is not for the faint-hearted. 
What I should have said was Jackie Barkaway’s husband John returned home 
and was immediately called upon to take part. 

    We now had a quorum and were up-and-running if at sometimes, seem-  
ingly out of breath, with our gallant leader coming in and out of contact. 

    Now to the important part: The meeting; referred to by some of those  
higher up the archy than your humble reporter as a virtual event.  

    Virtual? Quite frankly there was nothing “almost” or “nearly” about it; it 
was a normal meeting that just happened to take place in ten locations but 
there’s the rub; we had ten screens  all waiting for that opportunity to speak. 
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    By tradition, that in our case is the past ten year or thereabouts, the AGM 
takes place at a normal monthly meeting as the warm up to the speaker. It 
takes no more than ten minutes, has an agenda set in stone and does not       
always welcome interruptions from the floor or spontaneous questions.          
Indeed, all questions have to be with secretary before the meeting and are     
answered usually by return.  
    Importantly, our members are deemed to have  understood the Chairman’s 
report and the financial statements that have been sent to them at an earlier 
date. 
    On the other hand, Zoom AGMs seem to be ruled by Parkinson Law. Most of 
you need no reminder of this as I expect a majority have worked in hierarchical 
organisations at some time but for any sole traders reading this: Parkinson's 
Law states  that "work expands so as to fill the time available for its comple-
tion". We had forty minutes booked and as they say on American TV : “You do 
the Math!” 
    Interestingly, the constitutional requirements of the AGM, adopting the 
Treasurer’s Report and accounts for 2019, along with election of officers for the 
year; were agreed in a normal ten minutes or so of business. Other than wish-
ing Jackie Barkaway a fond farewell and thank you  from the Committee whilst 
noting that were no alterations and disappointingly no additions to their ranks, 
the AGM could have ended there and then. 
     Then along came Any Other Business expanding the horizon and opening 
the floor to what became at times a general debate not on the past year but 
very much 2020 and beyond. 
     All very worthy, all very interesting but definitely not for an AGM. 

Ars Gratia Artis 
 Let’s hope we’re not looking at  grass growing on an  
unused road and perhaps believe that we are  seeing 
some green shoots of recovery  pushing their way 
through.  

  For the optimistic amongst you here’s a note that the 
Art Group is hoping to resume on 14th September, at  
the Darby Green and Frogmore Social Hall.  Jerry France 
is waiting for final confirmation from the hall. 

If you are reading this post 14th inst. whether it did or didn’t happen will 
be a matter for history and our next edition. 
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T he Walking Group had their first socially distanced  pod walk on 
Yateley Common on 6th August. Starting from the usual meeting 
point in Potley Hill we included two ponds and 

the Covid Snake.  The brightly painted rocks give commu-
nities a project to work on together even though they 
cannot congregate because of social distancing meas-
ures. We hope to walk again this month, possibly with 
two groups.  
 

 

Words and pictures by Min Gardiner 

Deep in the Countryside[?] with June Turner 
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There ‘s a frog camouflaged here says Min 

Another from Min 

Ditto and likewise  Wildflowers Yateley Green 

Ditto and likewise 

Anonymous 
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Never invest your money in anything that eats.   Billy Rose 

Never worry about the world ending today; it is already tomorrow in 
Australia             Steven Wright 

Never bite your nails – look what happened to Venus de Milo 
             Sammy Davis Jnr 

The treasury could not with any degree of success, run a fish and chip 
shop.              Harold Wilson 

I told the doctor I had a terrible stomach problem.  She said, ‘you 
have, it’s enormous!’            Jo Brand 

I’m at an age where my back goes out more than I do.  Phyllis Diller 

Never vote – the government always gets in. Ade Edmondson 

Marriage is a wonderful invention, but then again so is the bicycle    
repair kit.             Billy Connelly 

When I married Mr Right I had no idea his first name was ‘Always’. 
               Rita Rudner 

An apple a day keeps the doctor away, an onion a day keeps every one 
away.               Anon 

To err is human, but to really foul things up you need a computer. Anon 

One good turn and you have all of the bed covers. Elaine Moore  

From a grumpy old . . . . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

“What do you mean you’ve not been 
meeting. How about some copy!” 
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Oh no!  Not again1 
Here is another quiz to cause us pain. 

Many answers you will know 
But to no one else should you show. 

 

 

General knowledge 

1) Which dwarf in ‘Snow White’ does not have a beard?  

2) What is a white tea in China?      

3) Who was the first un-seeded player to win at Wimbledon?  

4) What is associated with a first wedding anniversary?   

5) ‘Ikebana’ is the Japanese art of what?     

6) What is Mass multiplied by Velocity?     

7) Poteen is the traditional liquor from which country   

8) Which celebrity chef was once a soccer player?   

9) In which country is the world’s largest pyramid?   

10) What is a red dwarf?   

11) What is ‘gelotology’ the study of?   

12) Which animal is supposedly immune to all known diseases?  

13) What name is given to a young pigeon?   

14) What does the word ‘TOYOTA’ mean?   

15) What proportion of your bones are in your feet?     
 

 

Can you identify these cats? 

1) A slogan cat? 

2) A school area cat?      

3) A Bishops cat   

4) A bladder relief cat?      

5) A baseball cat 

6) A child’s game cat  

7) A ballistic cat  

8) A boat cat 

 

 

        

   

9) A willow cat   

10) A Spanish cat   

11) A whipping cat   

12) A providing cat   

13) A tomb cat    

14) A brochure cat 

15) A debt collecting cat  

 
Arranged by the Blackwater Bloggers  
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Barbara  Brooks [BVU3A] 
Thank you for coming back to me with your various thoughts -  along with a 
recent telephone conversation with Yateley Town Council,  I have “pencilled 
in” Wednesday, 20th January, 2021 - 3pm – 4.30pm in The Gallery Room,      
Tythings, as the possible starting date for our singing group. 

 As mentioned previously, The Council will be looking to make sure they are 
Covid secure/complete legal risk assessments and once they have received 
Government clearance etc.,  we will be able to re-group. 

YTC will be keeping in touch with me – any further news, I’ll be back! 

Thank you for your support of the singing group, its appreciated. 

  

Mail received regarding the opening of  the Tythings and  starting date for the Singing 
Group 

Tina Hooker [Yateley Town Council] 
Good afternoon and I hope you are all keeping safe and well. 
At long last we are in a position to be able to say that with effect from Monday 
7th September 2020 The Gallery Room can re-open for community use  

Photography Group January start? 
Phil Rowling says that he has been in constant communication with Yate-
ley Town Council since the lockdown started and following the news that 
the Tythings was opening from 7th September contacted members of the 
group who said that they did not want to start meeting before January. 
The YTC knows the position and fully understand our members’ concerns 
and decision 
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[Another steal from Kerrier North’s magazine  
courtesy of Gordon Richards] 

It’s usually egg! 
“You’ve got a spot on your face” said my wife across the table at breakfast 
one morning last week pointing on her own face to a place a little lower and 
to the right of her mouth. 

    “Oh!” said I and carried on eating my porridge. 

    A while later in my bathroom I looked in the shaving mirror and saw that 
she was right or should I say left for indeed there was a blotch reminiscent 
of puberty but of the sore variety rather  than pimple. 

    “TCP” I said to myself and reached into the medicine cupboard for that 
one bottle cure-all we use for all family infection problems. 

Getting a piece of tissue I applied a liberal amount and moved to the affect-
ed place. 

    Doing a man wince just in case it was going to hurt I dabbed the spot with 
the TCP. 

Immediate result and healing and I added TCP wipes off raspberry juice to 
the list of uses.   PHIL 
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O ne of the items that got tagged along under Any Other Business at 
the AGM was the Grand Monthly Draw catch-up.  
    Due to the COVID-19 situation the Monthly Draw had not taken 

place since February. Now members attending the meeting on Zoom were 
able to witness the draw for the missing months.  
    Gil Puxley drew the numbers from the proverbial hat and the winners were:
— 

 March: June Turner;  
April: Val Green;   
May: David Turner;   
June:  Margaret Muckle;   
August: Liz Chapleo;   
September: Philip Reeves.  

Keeping up with  the Middletons! 

We find June and Dave Turner looking very pleased with themselves after scooping 
two wins in the Grand Draw. Asked if they were trying to emulate their friends, serial 

draw winners Diana and Ken Middleton, they said definitely not. Although, when 
asked what she was going to do with the money June said she would like to buy some-
thing practical. They are now the only couple locally that have a His and Her shredder 

[office not garden]. One wonders what she’s trying to hide. 
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Watch this space 
Our Web page is having an update shortly and will be changing . 

     Sadly its time to thank and wave goodbye to Val Green an unsung hero 
who has been our Webmaster for some time. She thinks that this will be an 
appropriate time to move along [just from the job, that is].  

    There is now an exciting vacancy for someone wishing to become our new 
Webmaster. 

 Interested? Speak to Meg Thomson or one of the Committee 

I 
 thought it was nice to see Dave and June smiling 
(was that because of the winnings or wind, or just 
taking pleasure in making a point of telling the cattle 

about social distancing.  
    It was also good to finally drag our AGM over the line 
after the cancellation of our planned AGM Meeting in 
March, so you should not be surprised that we strayed 
from the agenda at times, and many thanks to those who 
took the time to join us.  
    I had a previous Zoom Meeting with some 24 representatives from  other 
U3A Groups from Hampshire and Surrey, the main topic of conversation   
being about the resumption of normal activities.  
    We all know Covid remains a threat and that we must continue to take 
care. But it is good to recognise that walking groups are among the first to 
get together again, and I believe the Art group is also getting up and running 
very shortly. I also note that the Singing Group have provisionally booked 
the Tythings for Wednesday 20th January for their first gathering since last 
February.  
    Being a bit of an optimist I hope we will all be able to congregate at the 
Memorial Hall in the New Year, provided that the Covid pandemic does not 
cause the Government to impose Lock Down once again. It would be fantas-
tic to see you all smiling once again.    

DAVID DICKINSON 
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Why oh why must I play Scrabble? 
I’d rather be in Bournemouth with the 
rabble. 
Words plucked from dictionaries she doth 
play. 
It would be nice to win just one day! 
 
A triple word here, a double there, 
She plays to win, without a care 
For others playing in the game, 
Be prepared to lose, “Oh what a shame”. 
 
Words like ‘ekpwele’ – what’s that mean? 
It doesn’t matter it would seem. 
Two triple word squares with all seven tiles out 
“Maximum score plus fifty!” she does shout. 
 
Spare me please this daily duel. 
Coronavirus you are so cruel. 
Let me meet and greet as before, 
And welcome friends back through our door. 
 
To talk 
 
. 
 
#2 
 
This poetry game is just a lark, 
Something to do after dark, 
Something I hated whilst at school 
Now at 70 I can play the fool. 
 
A line ‘pops up’ here and there. 
No need for ‘daffodils’, or to ‘stand and stare’, 
A simple ditty just comes to mind, 
A bit of nonsense you may find. 
 
I know not where these odes they come 
My brain it was never one 
For rhymes and rhythms or higher arts, 
So let’s just assume they’re just sparrow farts. 

More from Martin 


